
CHAPTER 5 

Stability and Wear in Intermittent Motion Mechanisms 

Types of Wear 

The service life of any machine is determined by 
its stability in use. As long as the shapes of the 
various parts of the machine arc not altered too 
much by wear or deformation, the. principal parts of 
the machine do not break, and the various loads 
experienced by the machine (including the friction 
load), as well as the input powrr to thr machinr 
remain stable, the machine will continue to function 
as designed. Unfortunately, all operating machines 
experience gradual chang0s in all of thrsc factors. 
The geometry of parts changes as they wear. Loads 
frequently increase as wear particles accumulate and 
increase frictional resistance to motion. Drivers (sole
noids, motors, etc.) decay as they age magnetically, 
as brushes and bearings wear, as insulation evapo
rates, etc. The designer cannot prevent wear and the 
ultimate "death" of his machine; but by under
standing the various types of wear, by being able 
to predict where it will occur, and by designing the 
various parts of his machine so the whole will con 
tinue to function correctly even "·hen worn, he can 
extend the life of his machine to some degree. 

Intermittent motion mechanisms wear just as 
everything else, and arc perhaps, as a class, more 
affected by wear than other types of machine devices 
since they arc exc>rcisl's-in-instability to bc>gin with. 

Experts differ somc"·hat in defining and classifying 
typrs of wear. But, generally speaking, four types 
arc identified: 

1. Plastic flow or ploughing, where the surfaces 
of one or both of the bodies in contact- (sliding 
contact) deform, but particles are not im· 
mediately removed. 

2. Adhesion or transfer wear, where particles 
from one body in sliding contact with an· 
other, adhere to the other body and are 
,uenched fr<•e from the first. Sometimes, such 
particlc>s rc>main on the srcond body, or the)' 
can fall frl'e as wrar particles. At times they 
lall'r transfer back to the> first body. 

3. Surfacr fatigue caused by cyclic stresses pro· 
duced in surfact's as bodiC's periodically irn· 
pact or roll across each other. 

4. Abrasive wear or fretting, a grinding action 
in which wear particl<'s resulting from other 
types of wear act as abrasives to permit one 
mating part to grind away the other. 

These are the four mechanical types of wear. 
There are also chemical and corrosive types whicb 
arc factors in the ultimate dl'ath of many machines, 
but thrsc arc not commonly cured by changes in tbc 
configuration of the design and thus are not pertinent 
to this discussion. 

The wear in a given design can usually be classified 
as adhesive, abrasive, etc., only by microscopic 
examination. And then only by people who know 
what they arc doing. Figure 5-1 shows some micro· 
photographs of different types of wear. Figures 5-li\ 
and 5-1B show surface cracking. The first photo· 
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74 STABILITY AND WEAR IN INTERMITTENT MOTION MECHANISMS Ch. 5 

years ago that interrupted gears made of plastic 
would outlast steel or brass gears in a given counter 
design. The plastic was much "softer" than the 
metal, yet gave much longer service in the same 
design. There are probably several reasons for this. 
First: the plastic must distort under impact loads 
and so act to dampen shocks. Second: the impacting 
parts have lower mass, thus reducing impulse. Both 
factors reduce peak stresses. Third: as the plastic 
distorts it brings larger surface areas into contact at 
load points, reducing contact pressures. The result: 
the softer part lasts longer than the hard! But hard 
steel usually wears better than soft steel. 

\Vear experts also report that in some instances 
an increase in sliding velocity or contact temperature 
can actually reduce wear rates; in other cases, in
creasing these factors can drastically increase wear. 
And some materials will wear less rapidly when 
unlubricatcd. 

One thing, however, is certain, that the wear rates 
of machine parts will be hard to predict. Small 
variations in such things as sliding velocity, oper
ating temperature, alloy content, surface finish, 
lubrication, etc., can have a drastic, though mys
terious, effect on the life and performance of machine 
parts. One reason for this is that wear rate is usually 
not a linear function of any of the determining
parameters. Here are some examples: 

l. Experiments show little variation in adhesive 
wear rate as contact pressure is increased 
until the pressure approaches the yield
strength of the material. Then very small 
increases i n  pressure produce drastic changes 
in wear rate. 

2. There seems to be some stress limit below 
which adhesive w('ar never occurs. This is not 
trur of surface fatigue which will cvrntually 
occur at any strrss level. 

3. Surface fatigur, howcv<·r, usually producrs 
no visible \\'t'ar particl<·s, or thr lik<', for many 
thousands or cvc•n millions of ope-rating cyclrs. 
Thrn thr surfac<'S \\'ill start to dc•teriorat<> 
Vl'ry rapidly. Whrn strC'ss Ievds arc low, 
howrvcr, this drlay in the onsrt of visible 
wc-ar can result in what amounts to zero 
wear for the life of th(' product. (See Fig. 
5-2.) 

4. Some• enginc·<•rs forl that surfacr-fatiguc wear 
rates arc proportional to thr ninth power of 
applied strPss. This mrans that if l he load 
at a given wear point doubles, the fatigue 

wear rate will increase by a factor of 512! 
Or, more realistically, a ten percent increase 
in stress level can more than double fatigue 
wear rate. 

One result of all of this is that it is virtually im· 
possible to determine the rate at which a given 
machine will wear except by actual tests of that 
machine. Bench-testing sample materials can show 
RELATIVE wear rates of different material combi· 
nations, but cannot yield information on the actus.l 
wear rates of any machine using those combinations, 
unless the bench test duplicates exactly the complete 
operating environment of the ultimate ma.chine: 
stress leve!s, contact geometry, temperature, lubri
cntion,co11taminants, etc. 

For the same reason, wear tests cannot be ac· 
celerated. Remember :hat wear rat.es are not linear 
functions of stress, temperature, or sliding velocity. 
Accelerating a machine, running it faster to speed-up 
wear tests, will usually increase stress levels drasti
cally. Parts that. might never wear in normal oper
ation may now go to pieces very rapidly. 

There is another factor that becomes important
when accelerated tests are made on intermittent 
motion devices. In the section on the problems of 
control, in Chapter 4, i t  was seen that high-speed 
stop-and-go mechanisms almost inherently have con· 
trol problems. As operating speeds increase, the 
control problems also increase, until finally, the ma
chine becomes too "rubbery" to perform as intended. 
Wear modes at elevated speeds can be very different 
from those at design speeds. So actual designs must 
be tested at actual speeds, under actual conditions 
to get valid results. 

A word of advice: When testing a new design to 
see what its probable life will be, test as manY 
models as is economically feasible. Performance can 
vary drastically from one model to another because 
of the factors alrPady discussed, even though the 
modds appear to be geometrically identical. This 
nonuniformity of result is a very common problem 
with intermittc-nt motion mechanisms and to over· 
look this fact.or can prove to be costly. 

Wear in Intermittent Motion Mechanisms 

The potPnt.ial wear points in intermittent motion 
mrchanisms can usually be determinrd by inspection 
if th<• concept of dc:-grccs of freedom is kept in mind, 
Any machine body can translate in three directions, 
or rotate in three directions (or a combination of 
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_Fig. 5 -2. Typiral wear points in two timer escapements. 
\\ ear points in the "rnm,wuy" escapement (l,tJt}, are indi
cated by heavy lines. This pnrticular escapement is  an "un
!uned" csrapement (see Chapter 11}, and is subject to high 
•�pact stress. By contrast, the "tuned" escnpcment (Right},
""• 11 r�m more than a lifetime if kept clean and oiled. Here the .Prmc1pal impacts orrur bet ween jewels (ruby or sapphire) 
and high!�- poli�hed or burnished hardened steel. Some tuned
chronometer escapements have been operating for over 100 
Years with no signs of wear. 

driver 

_Fig. 5 -:t Typical "·enr points in n cam-driven r:1trhet
driven mechtmism. Again, wear points are shown by heavy hnes ,. 

these six), unless constrained by shafts, bearings, 
slides, etc. (See Figs. 1-14 through 1 -16.) \Vear 
points always occur at the points at which the body 
contacts such constraints, as well as at the points
where the input forces are applied to the body, and 
the points at which the body exerts force on its load. 
Typical wear surfaces for three intermittent mecha
nisms are shown as heavy black lines in Figs. 5 -2 
through 5-4. Ir. contrast with the untuned mecha
nism shown in Fig. 5-2A, Fig. 5 -2B shows a "Tuned 

outpu.t 

0 
loc_king 
rzng 

input 

Fig. 5-4. Heavy black lines indicate the typical wear 
points in a Geneva. mechanism. 

Escapement" which, if kept cleaned and well oiled, 
will have a long life expectancy. 

Intermittent motion devices arc also subjected to 
high stress levels because of the forces generated
during impact or during suddl'n changes in velocity.
These forces, however, arc usually of very short 
duration and scientists have found that materials 
can withstand high forces more readily for short 
periods o f  time than they can for long periods. This 
is not to say that intermittent motion devices can 
tolerate high stress kvds indefinitely without wear
ing, just because such stresses arc of short duration, 
but it d:>es say that t hry sometimes operate at stress 
levels that would wrar out continuous mechanisms 
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remote from the driver), that the pinions jammed 
the count wheels. The pinion shaft in this design is 
normally fixed to the frame. It is not intended to 
rotate. However, the pinion shaft was slightly loose 
in the frame on the particular counter tested. This 
small clearance allowed the shaft to impact the 
frame every time a load was put on the first or right
hand pinion. The repeated impacts gradually opened 
an ever larger hole in the frame until the shaft mis
alignment became so great that the mechanism was 
finally jammed. 

Figure 5-6 also illustrates the fact that shocks and . nnpacts are transmitted throughout an entire ma
�hine and produce unexpected wear phenomena. The 
1llustration shows two systems used at Veeder-Root 
for life testing small ratchet-driven counters. In 
8Ystem (A), a four-bar linkage is used to drive the 
c?unter; the input motion, therefore, is roughly 
81nUSoidal. At (B), a large star wheel periodically 
strikes the input lever to the counter, driving it in 
that way. Here the input is a series of blows. The 
counters being tested by both machines are identical; 
?0th are full of intermittent motion devices (ratchet 
Inputs, mutilated pinion transfer mechanisms, etc.). 
But the life test results obtained on these two testing 
Illachines differ by a factor of nearly 30-to-l. Coun
ters driven by the four-bar crank system operate 
much longer than those driven by the star wheel. 
And the modes of failure do not differ much in the 

(A I 

0 

_Fig. 5-6. Impact at one point in the machine will be trun�
tnitted t.ht·oughout a machine and can cau� wear at. a number 
tdi�erent. point$. Typically, the useful life of a counter will be 
e n times greater when driven by the crank mechanism of 
(A); than when driven by the spoke wheel (impact) system,
8hown in (B). 

two tests. The same failures occur in the same 
places in each, but at greatly different rates. 

Counters driven by electrical stepping motors also 
last much longer than the same counters driven by 
impacting mechanisms. Stepping motors, as will be 
seen in a later chapter, involve no impacts or metal
to-metal contact of any kind. Counter life can be 
increased by a factor of 100, or more, by switching 
to this sort of cirive. 

Another thing which is characteristic of inter
mittent mo"tion devices is that their functional life 
is often strongly dependent upon the cyclic rate at. 
which they are operated. By cyclic rat<> is meant. 
the number of cycles per minute; not velocity. In a 
ratchet mechanism, for examplc, the drive forces 
and load forces (and, therefore, the impact and 
operating velocities) are the same in a given cycle 
whether or not the machine is being operated at a 
rate of 10 cycles per minute, or is only operated 
once a day. ,vhy, then, should the ratcht't nwclrnnism 
fail to function properly after only 1,000,000 cycles 
when operated at a high cyclic rate, when it will go 
200,000,000 cycles when operated at a lower rate? 
Measurements of wear, furthermore, show that. wear:
rates per cycle are the same in both cases, as would 
be expected. Yet almost always, a strong correlation 
between performing life and operating cycle rates is 
found. 

The answer lies in the fact that intermittent 
motion devices are always struggling on the verge of 
instability. Internal vibrations, distortions, disconti
nuities, etc., can limit the operating speed even if 
force magnification does not produce destructive 
stresses. Although identical ratchets oprratf'd at two 
different speeds can exhibit identical wear rates, the 
machine bring driven at the higher speed will be 
more sensitive to small amounts of wear; and its 
performance, therefore, will be degraded more rapidly 
than will that of the machine operating at the lower 
speed. At some speeds the vibrations and distortions 
caused by a given impact will not hav<> "set tied out" 
before the next impact ai:rivrs. Small increases in 
clearance, etc., will cause jttmming or skipping that 
would not occur if there were more time between 
operating cycles. 

Performance of Worn Intermittent Motion 

Mechanisms 

Diffrrc'nt typ<'s of int<'rmittrnt motion mrchnnisms 
n'spond to wear in diffrrc'nt ways. Somr continue 
to function, but with errors in positional control, 
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(A) 

input 

{B) 

(C) 

Fig. 5 - 7. Worn inverse escapement. The output wheel will 
"slump" (A) in its loose bearing between fitrokes of the driver. 
As a result, the wheel will often oscillate (B and C) instead of 
indexing. The wheel should index in a clockwise direction. 

cyclic rate, or the like. Some continue to function 
but produce violent distortions in the system. Others 
just simply cease to function. 

In Fig. 5-7, for example, an inverse escapement 
mechanism is seC'n, in which the bearing hole on the 
output wheel has been worn by repeated impacts of 
the driver against the wheel. On the first half of 
the stroke (part A), when the right-hand drive tooth 
comes in to move the whN•l forward, it merc•ly moves 
the whe!'I up from a slumped-down position due to 
the loosc>ness in the bearing. Thc>n, "hen the left
hand tooth engag<'s the wheel (part B), it returns it 
to a slumped-down position. Part C is a repetition 
of the starting position (A) of the cycl!'. Thus the 
mechanism will no longer work-it just oscillates 
back and forth around a singl<' drive tooth. 

The ratch!'t oft lw system in Fig. 5-3, on the other 
hand, will continm• to function !'V<'n aftc>r it has 
worn badly; but the rntclwt wh<'<'I will b<· indexed 
to diff Prcnt p:isitions than it was wht•n new. This 

may make the machine driven by the ratchet un· 
usable, but since the ratchet is still capable ol 
stepping the wheel, it may still have useful life in 
some situations. 

The Geneva mechanism of Fig. 5-4 falls into s. 
different category. Here the stroke is so long that it 
takes a great deal of wear in the drive pin, or slot, 
before the positional accuracy of the device is af
fected. But a little wear can drastically change the 
acceleration and velocity pattern of the mechanislll• 
A "good" Geneva has a drive pin that slides in but 
fills the drive slot with no clearance or backlash
Such a Geneva exhibits the displacement-versus
time curve shown as a solid line in Fig. 5-8. ! 
Geneva with a loose slot might exhibit the displace
ment curve shown as a dotted line in the same illus· 
tration: if it were driving a heavy, rigid, well
damped load. 

If the system is partially elastic, however, and/or 
is operating at a high rate-of-speed, then it is pos
sible for the worn Geneva to produce a displacement 
time curve such as that shown in Fig. 5-9. As the 
load hesitates and jumps ahead of the driver, the 
pin contacts first one wall of the slot and then the 
other. So far, this does not seem to be too much of s. 
problem. The mechanism is still functioning: the in
put pin is indexing the output slot with Jitt le po
sitional error. 

ti�ht slot 

,,.:.._ loose slot ,
/ 

, ., 

-
-

__ .,,,.�' 

time 

J.'ig. 5-8. Angular di�plncement-versus-t.ime curve for .3 

Geneva mec-huni:-im in whi(•h the roller is a. snug running fit 10 

theslot. (henvy line) : and for n Geneva mec-hanism with a Joost

roller-slot combination (dot.led line); with a heavy, wel
l-· 

damped load and no elastic body reactions. 
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t ight Jlot 

possible 
displacement 

curve 

time 
1 Fig. 5 -ll.  Angular displacement-versus-time curve for a 7se 1·oller-slot Geneva driving an elastic load. Displacement 
0 the output is shown as a heavy line. Compare with Fig. 5-8. 

Graphical differentiation of this new displacement 
c�rve, however, reveals the problem, as shown in 
Fig. 5-10. The velocity and acceleration patterns are _viokntly distorted from what they should be. (See 
F_ig. 9-4 for comparison.) A little clearance between 
Pin and slot has magnified and distorted the drive 
forces. Xew vibration stress and control problems 
\\·ill result. ,vear rates throughout. the machine "·ill 
accelerate. Jamming, fatigue failurPs, or timing prob
lems will finally result and the machine will cease to 
function. 

loos, slor 

(ooJe slot 

< 

{ 
•
' 
1 r--1c+-++l-l- -- 
;:,• 

time 

Fig. 5-10. Angular velo�ity- and acceleration-versus-timecui·ve$ for the loose-slot Geneva driving an elastic loud. These 

�Urves were obtained by successive differentiations of the 

Design Recommendations to Improve Stability 

The importance of minimizing wear or the conse
quences of wear cannot be overstressed. Machines 
weighing tons are often reduced to scrap by w e ar 
induced changes in geometry of only a few thou
sandths-of-an-inch on some critical part. There are 
several things that can be done to improve the life 
of intermittent motion machines. All of these things 
are intended to improve its stability in one or more 
ways; either to stabilize the geometry by reducing 

Bad Combination 

A 

impact drive 

B 

impact drive 

C 

Best Combination 

impact drive 

F'ig. 5-11. Ratchet-tooth shapes to reduce wear. Ideally, 
ratchet teeth (and the teeth of other intermittent motion 
devices, such as gears, escapements, and clutches) should have 
large bearing surfaces at impact points to minimize impact 
stresses. It is also desirable to distribute drive forces over large 
areas, but since impact forces greatly exceed drive forces,
large impact areas are more important than large drive areas. 

wear, or to stabilize performance by making the 
design more tolerant of wear, or both. 

The general "solution" to wear is the same as the 
"solution" to the problems considered in the last 
chapter. Keep stress levels low, minimize impact 
velocities, minimize sudden changes in velocity and 
acceleration, and the designs wiU work better and 
last longer. 

'.\lore specifically, we can reduce relative velocities 
b<'tween sliding and/or impacting parts. Reducing
velocities between sliding parts reduces adhesion and 
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Historical Note 

Oi. 5 STABILITY AND WEAR IN INTERMITTENT MOTION MECHANICMS 

side of each slot to prevent development of the it is interesting to see how far we have come in the 
motion patterns of Fig. 5-10. design of clock and watch mechanisms. 

Beyond this: test all designs thoroughly; recog The illustration (Fig. 5-12) shows a clock train 
nizing and correcting original errors. If there is any built by Henri deVick between 1364 and 1370. The 
company objection as to design time consumed, escapement is marked v; and h indicates the shaft on 
make it clear that which the hands were mounted. These hands wereengaged in the you are now 

evelopment" phase of research and development! 
Most managements assume that you (and all other 

about 3 feet long and probably weighed several 
pounds. The clock was intended for use in a municipal 
or church tower, as were all such clocks built at that "good" designers) ,1ill do everything right the first 

�ime and they may object to modifications. But time. The weight. which drove this clock, labeled wt 

IUtermittent motion devices are NOT predictable; in the attached sketch, weighed 500 lbs and fell 32 
testing and design development are almost always feet in 24 hours. The input to the machine, therefore, 
mandatory. was 16,000 ft-lbs every 24 hours! The output work, 

of course, was the rotation of the clock hands. They 
must have been cutting the gear teeth as they kept
time! Comparing the efficiency of this clock to thatThe amount of energy absorbed by an intermittent 

motion device determines such things as its efficiency of the modern electro-mechanical watch mechanisms 
and the rate at which it will wear. In general, of that run for a year on a tiny battery shows how far 
course, the more efficient the machine, the longer it we have come in our understanding of this class of 
Will last and the better it ,1ill work. In this regard, intermittent motion devices. 




